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Abstract: Personal tracking technologies allow sensing of the physical activity carried out by
people. Data flows collected with these sensors are calling for big data techniques to support
data collection, integration and analysis, aimed to provide personalized support when learning
motor skills through varied multisensorial feedback. In particular, this paper focuses on vibrotactile
feedback as it can take advantage of the haptic sense when supporting the physical interaction
to be learnt. Despite each user having different needs, when providing this vibrotactile support,
personalization issues are hardly taken into account, but the same response is delivered to each
and every user of the system. The challenge here is how to design vibrotactile user interfaces for
adaptive learning of motor skills. TORMES methodology is proposed to facilitate the elicitation of this
personalized support. The resulting systems are expected to dynamically adapt to each individual
user’s needs by monitoring, comparing and, when appropriate, correcting in a personalized way
how the user should move when practicing a predefined movement, for instance, when performing
a sport technique or playing a musical instrument.

Keywords: wearable technology; vibrotactile feedback; motor skills; psychomotor domain;
personalization; quantified self; big data; TORMES methodology

1. Introduction

Society is becoming more and more virtual due to the online capabilities provided by current
information and communication technologies in varied ways and flavors (e.g., learning systems, social
networks, banking, shopping, entertainment, etc.). Benefits include removing temporal and spatial
barriers, but usually entail physical inactivity.

Nevertheless, technology can foster physicality in virtual reality scenarios, providing a feeling of
immersion, presence, engagement and so on. For instance, the field of exergames, which entice users
to learn motions (e.g., dance moves) or to exercise through gamification techniques, has massively
expanded in the past years supported by commercial products such as Nintendo Wii, Playstation Move
or Xbox Kinect. These systems rely on motion sensing technology that tracks physical reactions using
either inertial sensors (e.g., gyroscopes and accelerometers) in a handheld controller (when available)
to detect movement in three dimensions, and/or optical sensing technology that can be used to sense
the controller position or to directly track the gestures made by the user’s body.

While the use of these products for exergaming can train the execution of predefined movements
and is helpful for people not engaged in physical activity during their leisure time, they do not
seem sufficient for achieving moderate intensity health exercise [1]. Nonetheless, these technological
advances in the entertainment domain have provided fertile ground to develop applications for other
domains, such as physical therapy learning systems [2]. They have also been suggested to support
motor skills learning [3]. This paper discusses the need of personalizing the learning of motor skills
and the value of vibrotactile feedback to provide this support.
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2. Background

The training process on motor skills acquisition can follow the learning-by-doing approach [4].
This active interaction between action and perception within the user environment can generate the
so-called enactive knowledge that is acquired by doing [5] and is stored in the form of motor responses [6].
Enactive interfaces support the transmission of knowledge obtained through action and can feed the
user back through diverse senses, such as when playing a musical instrument [7]. In fact, and in
addition to playing a musical instrument, there are many human activities that involve enactive
knowledge and require physical practice to be learnt, such as dancing, hand writing, hand drawing,
training for surgery, improving the technique in sports and martial arts, learning sign language, etc.
In order to perform these activities with mastery, the person needs to practice by repeating over and
over the movements involved till the appropriate way to carry them out is learnt [8], that is, she needs
to train her motor skills (i.e., conscious body movements involving muscular activity).

Thus, there is a need to guide and correct the user’s movements till her ideal movement (i.e., the
best way this person can perform the movement considering her particular physical features) is
achieved. In fact, since each person has different goals, physical condition and motor skills, this
training should be done in a personalized way, considering her own body build, corporal features and
specific physical abilities, her current performance and the particularities of the motor skills to be
learnt [9]. This means that each person should receive the advice and support that is most appropriate
for her individual characteristics in her current context, which might be very different from the
advice and support required by another person in a different context. In order to elicit appropriate
psychomotor support, user data driven methodologies are needed. The TORMES methodology [10],
which combines user centered design methods with data mining techniques, has been proposed to
support the elicitation of the personalized support required when learning motor skills by guiding
qualitative analysis on quantitative indicators. This adapted response needs to be triggered to the user
through a given interface. The system should be able to select the most appropriate feedback modality
(i.e., visual, auditory and haptic, or a combination of them) and their delivery should be personalized
to the learner’s situation (e.g., attention-demanding phase, cognitive overload . . . ) since there is not a
unique best way to provide the sensorial feedback in motor learning [11].

Anyway, haptic feedback is the one that makes the difference from non-motor skills training
systems, as it can be specifically applied when physical movements are involved in the learning
process [12]. This kind of feedback can be classified into [13] (1) tactile stimulations (i.e., electrotactile,
thermal and mechanical); (2) kinesthesic (including exoskeleton forced-feedback systems); and
(3) vibrotactile (i.e., vibrating components that deliver information through temporal parameters
in the signal such as frequency, amplitude, waveform and duration). In fact, vibrotactile feedback is
very useful in motor skills training to help learners avoid motion errors as it provides more subtle
support [13].

Thus, this paper explores how vibrotactile feedback is to be provided in motion learning systems
in terms of how the movement is monitored, compared and corrected. Findings discuss the lack of
personalization support provided in the systems analyzed, and point to the application of the TORMES
methodology to identify personalization opportunities when designing vibrotactile interfaces for
interactive intelligent systems that can provide adaptive learning of motor skills.

3. Vibrotactile Feedback in Motor Skills Training Systems

Vibrotactile feedback can be provided at key moments through diverse tactile actuators
(i.e., tactors) that can apply resistance, force, vibration, etc. By adjusting the density and frequency
of the tactors, realistic surface contours can be created such as roughness, bumpiness, stickiness and
so on [14]. The goal can be either consolidating or correcting a movement. For instance, if the user
has performed the movement accurately, she can receive a soft vibration as a reward; in turn, if she
performs the movement in an incorrect way, the system can produce some force so that the user
perceives resistance to that movement and thus, has to try in a different direction or way. Existing
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reviews show that vibrotactile devices are an appropriate means of providing immediate feedback
for motor learning and augmentation [12]. By providing vibrotactile non-invasive stimulations to the
surface of the skin, vibrotactile feedback does not hinder other tasks (e.g., speaking, seeing and hearing)
and receives a high level of user’s acceptance [15] without the need to shift the visual attention [13].

In a previous work [9], seventeen systems that supported motor skills learning have been reviewed.
Those six [16–21] that provide vibrotactile feedback are compiled in Table 1, analyzing the information
that is monitored (sensors used, processing approach, measures computed), how it is compared to
detect errors (user, movement and context data used to diagnose errors) and what correction support
(actuators used, feedback trigger and delivery) is provided. In addition, it provides basic details of
the system such as the body part involved and the kind of activity carried out, and discusses the
personalization issues considered in the system. The detail of the descriptions synthetized in Table 1
depends on the information available in the papers analyzed.

The systems analyzed in Table 1 have been developed as a general solution (e.g., [16,20]) or to
train motor skills in specific contexts, such as karate [17], tai-chi [18], snowboarding [19], and violin
playing [21]. Most of the systems focus on a specific part of the body (arm and/or hands) as
in [16–18,20]. The torso is also considered in [21]; [19] focuses on different parts across the body.

Regarding the monitoring, in most of the systems, movement was sensed with optical tracking
techniques that detect markers placed on users’ body, using motion capture systems either with Vicon
cameras [16,18] or infrared devices [17,20]. These techniques limit the data collection to the room
where the tracking infrastructure is prepared. Nonetheless, there are two systems (by coincidence
the same that consider several body parts) that collect movement data with wearable inertial sensing
units worn directly on the body (ad hoc combination of sensors in [19] and a commercial inertial
motion capture suit in [21]), without the need of any infrastructure in the room. In turn, the processing
approach is carried out in most systems by the software provided by the motion capture system when
used [16,17,20,21]. However, there are two systems that have implemented their own algorithms (a
gesture recognition system with probabilistic neural networks and finite state machines in [18] and an
empirical algorithm in [19]). Measures specified are either angles and positions [16,17,20] or forces [19].

The systems compare the current movement of the user with a reference, which usually is the
movement carried out by another person with expertise in the performance of the movement [16–20].
Only [21] computes the ideal user movement and compares the performance against that reference.
In any case, for the error diagnosis, systems carry out some movement modelling, with ad hoc
algorithms that depend on the domain and kind of movement. User features are never modeled,
although in the ideal individual path, [18] considers user’s build, the way in which she is holding the
violin and even the teacher’s pedagogy. The modelling of the context is only considered in [19].

Diverse vibration actuators are used to deliver corrections aimed to tell the user when she
moves away from the desired position and/or movement trajectory (usually the signal is “on” until
the movement is properly carried out) [16,17,20,21], or guides which part of the body should be
moved [17,19]. Their number and placement depends on the type of movement to be corrected.
The vibration signal can be binary [19,21], or can modify amplitude and/or frequency [16–18,20].
In addition, [18] delivers multimodal feedback, complementing the tactile vibrations with a virtual
reality graphical scenario and 3D sound feedback.

Although users’ features are not modelled, some personalization information is used
when calibrating the system [16,18,19,21], dimensions are normalized before comparison [17,18],
and tolerance margins can be customized [21]. In addition, [20] uses angles measures rather than
absolute positions to be more tolerant with different users’ builds and body structures.
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Table 1. Details of the six motor skills training systems reported in [9] that deliver vibrotactile feedback.

System Details Monitoring Comparing Correcting Personalization Issues

TIKL
Lieberman and Breazeal, 2007 [16]
Body part: arm
Activity: sports training, motor
rehabilitation, dance,
postural retraining . . .

Sensors: optical motion capture
system (Vicon).
Processing approach: Vicon software
computes 3D skeletal models.
Measures: joint angles and positions
(wrist flexion/extension, wrist
abduction/adduction, forearm
rotation, elbow flexion/extension,
upper arm rotation).

User modelling: -
Movement modelling: -
Context modelling: -
Error diagnosis: ad hoc software that compares
student’s and teacher’s performance.
A proportionality constant is used to allow typical
movement levels for each joint.

Actuators: tactors (from Tactaid) placed at quadrants
around the joint so that the vibration direction is
perpendicular to the skin.
Feedback: joints moving in error receive vibrations
(changing amplitude and frequency) proportional to
the amount of error till position is corrected.
Sensory saltation phenomenon used to simulate
continuously the rotation signal with the four
actuators in each joint.

Calibration routine in Vicon
software as users have different
joint lengths and offsets (so user
can be matched to the
skeletal template).

PHANToM
Bloomfield and Badler, 2008 [17]
Body part: arm
Activity: karate

Sensors: infrared motion capture
system (Reactor by ATC).
Processing approach: body pose in
3D space provided by the motion
capture system.
Measures: angle of wrist (wrist
rotation), position of elbow and wrist.

User modelling: -
Movement modelling: relative to the shoulder,
requires holding the position for 15 seconds,
assumes that the user is facing the screen.
Context modelling: -
Error diagnosis: positional differences in a given
range of elbow and wrist with correct position and
scaled angular difference of wrist rotation with
correct rotation selects the frame (in the 15 seconds
period) with the lowest average distance.

Actuators: sleeve of tactors (vibrotactile arrays) with
four rings of four tactors each in the forearm and
upper arm plus eight on the hand.
Feedback: Guides the user to correct her body pose
(correct position and rotation of the arm) by
stimulating appropriate tractors with on/off relay
boards (frequency variable, amplitude fixed).
Indicates which part of the arm needs to be moved.
One tactor: move away from that direction; four
tactors: turn in the rotation direction.

Forearm and upper arm lengths
and rotation angle are
normalized before they
are compared.

Multimodal Tai Chi Platform
Portillo-Rodriguez et al., 2008 [18]
Body part: hands
Activity: tai-chi

Sensors: optical motion capture
system (Vicon).
Processing approach: gesture
recognition system (probabilistic
neural network and finite
state machine).
Measures: not specified.

User modelling: -
Movement modelling: eighteen variables: twelve
angles (elbows, wrists and shoulders), two distances
(hands, elbows), four positional vectors
(hands-chest, elbows-chest).
Context modelling: -
Error diagnosis: motion analysis compares expert’s
(pattern) and student’s movements and obtains
error values.

Actuators: wireless vibrotactile device (SHAKE), 3D
sound system and XVR graphical scenario.
Feedback: multimodal feedback (audio–visual–tactile)
to correct errors with feed-forward strategy (estimates
in advance the next correction values to compensate
user’s perceived delays).
Multimodality:
-audio: pitch and volume to indicate where the error is
located and its intensity.
-visual: energy line showing distance error of the
hands in the virtual environment representation.
-tactile: vibrations at different frequencies depending
on error distance of hands.

Calibration process to adjust the
kinematics model (placed at
position ‘stand and attention’).
Normalized factor when
computing the error.

SensAct box
Spelmezan et al., 2009 [19]
Body part: full body
Activity: snowboarding

Sensors: force-sensitive resistor, bend
sensor, accelerometer, and inertial
measurement unit with digital
compass (body vs. board rotation).
Processing approach:
empirical algorithm.
Measures: forces,
weight distribution.

User modelling: -
Movement modelling: posture classification (turn
and edge detection, knee flexion).
Context modelling: activity recognition
(pause, riding).
Error diagnosis: -

Actuators: vibration motors (from Nokia 3210 mobile).
Feedback: vibration patterns triggered across the
body (ten instructions to indicate how to move)
modifying intensity (on/off), duration,
spatial-temporal patterns to differentiate
between movements.

Calibration (standing on
level ground).
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Table 1. Cont.

System Details Monitoring Comparing Correcting Personalization Issues

Second Skin
Miaw and Raskar, 2010 [20]
Body part: arm
Activity: sports training, dance
practice, health care

Sensors: infrared motion tracking
(extends MERL for 3D tracking).
Processing approach: motion
tracking system.
Measures: limb angles.

User modelling: -
Movement modelling: -
Context modelling: -
Error diagnosis: against the recorded movements of
an expert.

Actuators: tactors (AEC).
Feedback: Corrects movement and position errors
(real-time corrective mode). Vibrational intensity
indicates degree of deviation.

Use limb angles instead of
absolute positions because it is
more tolerant with users of
different builds and
body structures.

MusicJacket
van der Linden et al., 2011 [21]
Body part: arms and torso
Activity: violin playing

Sensors: inertial motion capture suit
(Animazoo) with accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer.
Processing approach: motion
capture system processing unit
computes the 3D orientation data
from each sensor using a hierarchical
skeleton model.
Measures: inertial values obtained
from suit (not specified).

User modelling: -
Movement modelling: posture holding the violin
and bowing action on target trajectory.
Context modelling: -
Error diagnosis: bowing and posture parameters
compared to individual ideal path obtained in
calibration and considering the tolerance margins.

Actuators: seven vibration motors (Precision
Microdrives) controlled by Arduino board.
Feedback: strong vibration when error (away from
desired bowing trajectory of arm position).

The hierarchical skeleton model
is specific to the subject
being measured.
The ideal straight path is
individual (user build, way of
holding the violin, teachers’
pedagogy) and obtained with
calibration (straight bow stroke
with correct violin position).
Tolerance margins
are customized.
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4. A Proposal for Personalized Vibrotactile Feedback to Support Motor Skills Learning

Systems for learning motor skills require that the physical actions carried out by the user when
acquiring enactive knowledge are monitored, compared and, when needed, corrected [9]. Thus, there
exists an interesting research path to develop personalized motion learning systems that provide
vibrotactile feedback in the psychomotor learning domain (i.e., the learning domain dealing with
motor skills learning). This domain is one of the three educational domains proposed by Bloom’s
taxonomy of learning objectives [22], but it has received little attention in the past, probably because
required technological advances to non-intrusively measure motion features with wearable devices
have not been developed till recently. The other two domains are the cognitive and affective.

Personalized motion learning systems pose several challenges for artificial intelligence engineers
to design and develop the corresponding algorithms for the intelligent system, such as describing
correct (expert) movements, diagnosing users’ movements, and deciding the feedback to provide
to each specific user in each specific situation. Thus, there is an opportunity to explore how to take
advantage of the information collected from users’ interactions to learn better ways of detecting
human movements and personalizing the system’s response to help the user improve her physical
performance. In particular, this research proposal addresses the challenge of how to design vibrotactile
user interfaces for interactive intelligent systems that can support adaptive learning of motor skills.

Since data is collected from the human body, the vibrotactile support has to be provided along the
so-called biocybernetic loop [23], which involves (1) data collection from various psychophysiological
sensors; (2) real-time analysis of collected data; and (3) an adapted response triggered at the
corresponding user interface. The first two (i.e., data collection and analysis) relate to monitoring the
user’s actions, while the last one (i.e., delivering the adapted response), involves comparing and when
appropriate correcting the user’s actions.

Monitoring starts with collecting data from psychophysiological sensors. The optical sensing
solutions and inertial tracking handheld controllers used in commercial exergame platforms as well as
in the systems compiled in Table 1 are evolving (supported by the quantified-self movement) towards
less intrusive and more precise and varied personal tracking solutions that allow monitoring of human
activity from different perspectives (including but not restricted to movement) with wearable devices
that integrate, among other kinds of sensors, inertial and physiological sensors on objects that people
usually wear such as bracelets, watches, t-shirts, etc. [24].

These continuous data flows collected from varied wearable quantified-self devices come in great
velocity and in high volumes, which call for the application of big data processing techniques [25].
Thus, they can process in real time the physical measures compiled in the systems analyzed in Table 1 such
as position, angles, force, etc., as well as other data of relevance, such as the physiological changes in
the user. In fact, the concept of behavioral big data has been coined to refer to these very large and
rich multidimensional datasets on human behaviors, actions and interactions, which have become
available due to technological advancement in measurement and storage and which challenges
technical issues such as data access, analysis scalability, a quick changing environment, etc. [26].
Data mining techniques aimed at discovering relevant patterns in datasets can be integrated into big
data infrastructures, appearing additional open issues regarding distributed mining, time evolving
data and visualization, among others [27], either at the data, model, or system levels [28]. In addition,
progress in data analysis is moving the paradigm of big data to the concept of big service where
complex service ecosystems can speed up data processing, scale up with data volume, improve
adaptability and extensibility despite data diversity and uncertainty and turn raw, low-level data into
actionable knowledge [29].

In order to deliver the adapted response, both comparing and correcting the user’s actions is required.
Comparing requires the previous modelling of the user, the movement and the context. User modelling
should include computing the relevant cognitive, affective and psychomotor issues from the user’s
interaction, resulting in knowledge regarding the current user state and skill level, as well as the effect
produced by the feedback on the user. No user modelling is reported in the systems analyzed in
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Table 1, but it is still a general demand when developing wearable personal systems that should adapt
to users’ interaction [30]. In turn, movement modelling is reported in the analyzed systems as the
result of training algorithms with the interactions carried out by expert users who can perform the
movements with mastery. In addition, the context where the user is placed can also provide relevant
information in order to deliver the vibrotactile support, as discussed, but not computed, in [19].

Current versus accurate performance (i.e., learner versus expert interactions) are to be compared
once the modelling is done. Table 1 shows that ad hoc algorithms are implemented for error diagnosis,
as they are much related to the domain being trained and the particularities of the movements analyzed.
This process is key to triggering the adapted vibrotactile response at the corresponding user interface.
From the systems analyzed, vibrotactile support is usually limited to specific movements in certain
body parts, and the user is either informed when moving away from the desired performance or subtly
guided on how to move the corresponding body part. This information is transmitted by modifying
the amplitude or frequency of the signal. However, except for [19] that carried out interviews with
instructors to understand the errors performed by users and [21] that contacted professionals to select
the locations where to put the tactors, no other efforts were reported in the papers analyzed to design
the support to be provided. Furthermore, the need of personalizing this support is not even an issue,
with the exception of the attempt in [21] of defining the users’ ideal movement. The personalization
information that has been reported relates to considering users’ variations when monitoring and
modelling (e.g., calibrating to build the user skeletal model [16,18,21], and comparing normalized
versions of movements [17,18] using variables that do not depend much on users’ differences [20]).

However, as discussed in [9], the correcting action should take into account, among others,
the specific user’s features (goal, physical condition, motor skills achieved . . . ), the type of movement
and the current context of the user, so the appropriate psycho-educational support is delivered to the
learner when needed (including cognitive, affective and psychomotor issues). As a result, even if two
users make the same error, they may not receive the same response from the system because they may
have different needs, goals, moods, etc. For instance, when the user is a novice, it might be better to be
more supportive, and then decrease the support provided [21]. Nevertheless, it may also depend on
the affective state [31]. If the user gets frustrated, the system may be more supportive so the user finds
easier to carry out the movement, while if she is bored, it may change the movement being practiced.
In addition, guiding the learner by delivering haptic guidance when the movement performed does
not reflect the reference movement might not be the most appropriate psycho-educational approach to
achieve long-term learning, although it might help to increase motivation by contributing to short-term
performance [8]. Delivering the information through different sensorial channels (as done in [18])
might also be appropriate in some scenarios, but not in others where the other channels are already
used (as in [21]). A multisensorial support that can personalize the feedback in terms of light, sound,
and/or vibration has been proposed in the AICARP approach to deal with stressful situations that are
monitored with physiological sensors [32]. In addition, if a stronger haptic support is to be provided,
forced-guidance using exoskeletons might be considered, as proposed in the tangibREC approach [33].

A case study on Aikido defensive martial art has been discussed elsewhere [34]. The idea
behind Aikido is to learn techniques that can make entering and turning movements that redirect the
momentum of the opponent's attack, and end with a throw or joint lock. To progress in the martial
art, learners watch how the teacher (sensei) defends from a specific attack and then practice in pairs
the attack and the corresponding defensive technique. Even if the sensei performs the movement
very slowly, it is not possible for the learner to perceive and assimilate all the issues to be taken into
account when trying to replicate the movement (e.g., movement of feet, turn of hip, position of hand,
relaxation of arms . . . ), resulting in an incorrect performance by the learner as it differs from the
sensei’s. In fact, years and years of practice are required to properly master the performance of the
techniques. Moreover, if the learner partner is taller than the partner that has attacked the sensei to
show the technique, the technique cannot be performed exactly the same way. For instance, if the
sensei asks a taller person to attack her, she may need to make the turn wider so she can take the
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attacker’s gravity center lower than with the previous person. In addition, the learner’s body build is
different from the sensei’s, so even in the case that the attacker is the same, and it would be possible for
the learner to perform the same exact movements that the sensei does, both learner and sensei will not
produce the same result on the attacker. Thus, the proper execution of the technique cannot be exactly
the same as done by the sensei, but needs to be adapted to the user’s body build (both attacker or
uke, and defender or tori). So, users and movements need to be properly modelled, allowing the error
diagnosis algorithms to take into account the individual user’s features when comparing learner’s
movements with the expert’s. In addition, the particular context where the learner is placed needs
to be modelled, too. Modelling the context implies many issues, such as the user’s affective state,
the environment conditions (temperature, humidity . . . ), the kind of session (learning a technique,
improving the performance of a technique, free practice, preparing for a belt exam . . . ), if the user has
pain in some joint due to an incorrect previous execution, etc. With all this information, the system
should identify the errors made by the user. However, not all errors should be corrected, and the
correction should not always be the same one, nor the same one for everybody. Modelled information
also needs to be taken into account when deciding the support to be provided.

For instance, when a inductive learner wearing a tuned Aikidogi (i.e., the Aikido training
uniform) with inertial and physiological sensors as well as tactors attached to the sleeves practices
the shomen-uchi striking attack for the first time, it might be a good option to guide the learner with
the movement to be carried out a couple of times by triggering vibrations on the part of the body that
is to be moved and in the direction of the movement. Then, the system can stop the vibration and
just monitor several tries of the user in order to identify the errors made (e.g., the arm stops before
finishing the movement towards the partner’s head). As a result, the system can provide vibration
support again, but this time, focused on making the arm complete the movement trajectory. From the
physical performance and physiological information from her affective state, the system can identify
when it is a good time to change the technique and practice another one, even though the learner still
makes big errors with the first one.

This case study on Aikido can provide some insight on the different issues to be considered in
order to design vibrotactile user interfaces for interactive intelligent systems that can support adaptive
learning of motor skills. User centered design methodologies such as TORMES [10] can facilitate the
elicitation of the personalized support to be provided from a psycho-educational perspective that
takes into account cognitive, affective and psychomotor issues. In particular, TORMES combines
user centered design methods and data mining techniques to qualitatively analyzed quantitative
information collected from the users’ interactions iteratively around the following four stages: identify
the context of use, specify user requirements, create the design of the solution and evaluate the
design against the requirements. The resulting personalized support is to be described in terms of
a semantic model that covers what support is offered (action to be done), how and where the learner
is informed about the support (modality), when and to who produce the support (learner features,
interaction capabilities and context, restrictions, applicability conditions), why a support has been
produced (rationale), and which are the features that characterize the support (category, relevance,
appropriateness, origin . . . ).

Figure 1 identifies several processing components that should enable the development of motor
skills learning systems with personalized vibrotactile feedback. The three steps analyzed in the
systems reported in Table 1 (and discussed in [9]) are clearly defined: monitoring, comparing and
correcting. Monitoring deals with sensing and quantifying the users’ interactions. Data collected and
processed should not only relate to movement, but other information such as physiological data can be
relevant to model the performance and other issues such as changes in the affective state. Comparing
current versus accurate performance requires modelling of the user, movement and context before
error diagnosis algorithms are run. When movement errors are detected, the system should decide
(considering the modelled information about the user, movement and context) if an intervention
is to be provided or not. The decision algorithm is guided by the outcomes of the application of
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the TORMES methodology, resulting in the delivery—when appropriate—of multisensorial adapted
response, which, as discussed in Section 2, most probably will be vibrotactile feedback (or vibrotactile
feedback enriched with another sensorial output).
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Figure 1. Schema of the three processing steps (monitoring, comparing and correcting) required to
deliver vibrotactile personalized feedback for adaptive learning of motor skills.

As represented in Figure 1, wearable devices placed on the user (e.g., watches, gloves, t-shirts,
bracelets, hats . . . ) or on the instrument used by the user (e.g., guitar, golf club, oar . . . ) can collect
personal information about the performance of the movements in real time. To analyze the data collected,
data mining algorithms can be integrated into big data processing techniques. As a result, interaction
indicators that involve serval kinds of issues such as physical and physiological, are computed.

These indicators can be used to build and update the different models used by the system to
provide personalization, namely those describing the user, the movement and the context. Appropriate
algorithms are needed for the corresponding user, movement and context modelling. The knowledge
generated in these modelling processes can allow a comparison of the current interaction with the
appropriate movement as if an expert with the current user’s features carries out the movement.
For this comparison, the interaction features should be normalized before being compared.

If this comparison shows motion errors, then the system should consider an intervention to
correct them. This is the key step to providing the personalization and should be designed with the
involvement of users, applying appropriate elicitation methodologies such as TORMES.

The resulting systems are expected to dynamically adapt to each individual user’s needs by
monitoring, comparing and, when appropriate, correcting the way the user moves when practicing
some predefined movement as defined, for instance, when performing a sport technique or playing
a musical instrument.

The approach proposed is in line with the attempts to move learning platforms to ecosystems of
interacting learning tools that provide new opportunities for user adaptation and which take advantage
of the new sensor data available [35].
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5. Conclusions

Current advances in wearable technologies (such as intelligent bracelets, watches, t-shirts, etc.)
can facilitate quantifying and describing the psychomotor activity and physiological status of a person
while carrying out learning tasks that involve enactive knowledge and require the consolidation of
motor tasks into memory through repetition towards accurate movements (e.g., playing a musical
instrument, practicing a sport technique, using sign language, etc.). In addition, big data processing
techniques have been suggested in order to support the processing of user collected motor data from
diverse wearable sources of heterogeneous information. By discussing some existing systems that provide
vibrotactile feedback when carrying out motor skills, this paper aims to open the field for researchers on
learning personalization to integrate user, movement and context modelling techniques into systems
that provide support for motor skills acquisition. Elicitation methodologies such as TORMES can serve
to design the intervention strategy that is most appropriate for each user in each context, which is to
be implemented with appropriate algorithms, hence personalizing the vibrotactile feedback delivered.
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